
Surface finishing
MEINERTZ Church Convectors can be supplied, powder 
coated in any RAL-colour, free of charge.

Packaging
MEINERTZ Church Convectors are carefully packaged in 
strong cardboard and wrapped in PE sheeting.

Warranty
We offer a five-year guarantee against defects in materials 
or workmanship, provided that the unit has been correctly 
handled and installed.

Maintenance
MEINERTZ Church Convectors are very easy to clean and 
may be performed with ordinary cleaning agents that do 
not contain abrasive. Scratches or damages to the surface 
lacquer may be repaired using traditional spray paint, or 
by hand-painting with a thin brush.

Service
MEINERTZ sales consultants follow the entire process of 
a project - from idea to final delivery. Due to the expe-
rience gained from orders both nationally and internatio-
nally, MEINERTZ can ensure a professional service within 
deliveries to churches.

MEINERTZ Church Convectors

Uses
MEINERTZ convectors are an obvoius choice when  
churches are refurbished and a new heating system is 
needed. The MEINERTZ solution makes it possible to 
mount the convectors underneath the church benches, 
ensuring an even and comfortable heat in the room.

Bespoke solutions
All convectors are bespoke to match the length of the 
church benches. It is therefore possible to order a convec-
tor of for instance 2236mm. Choosing a convector match-
ing the exact lenght of the bench will give a unique look.

Product
Following models are recommended for an efficient result; 
CL0720, CL0730, TL0720 or TL14300. The difference be-
tween the CL and the TL model is that CL convector ends 
have visible joints whereas the TL doesn’t. Other models 
can also be used, and MEINERTZ can assist in choosing 
the correct convector for the project.

Pipework
In order to minimise the pipework and create the best wa-
ter flow, baffle plates are welded internally in the convec-
tors. Inlet and outlet can be placed at the same side, so 
that pipework can run along the walls. Also, more units can 
be connected in series.

Bespoke brackets
MEINERTZ has designed a bracket for mounting the con-
vector underneath the bench. This can also be ordered 
with bespoke dimensions to match the project.
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